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STATEMENT  OF  FACTS 

 
Barancasia and Cogitatia have ratified the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT), 

prior to December 31, 1998.   

Both, the Barancasia and the Cogitatia are Parties to the New York Convention on the 

Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards. 

On December 31, 1998 the Republic of Barancasia and the Federal Republic of Cogitatia 

concluded an Agreement for the Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of Investments. 

On May 1, 2004, Barancasia and Cogitatia joined the European Union. After this, Barancasia’s 

Government reviewed its Intra-European Union bilateral investment treaties and concluded that 

they had become obsolete. 

On June 29, 2007 Barancasia notified the Federal Republic of Cogitatia of its intention to 

immediately terminate the Cogitatia-Barancasia BIT. 

The Republic of Cogitatia confirmed on September 28, 2007 that it had received the notification 

of the Republic of Barancasia dated June 29, 2007 on termination of the BIT. 

The BIT expired on September 28, 2008, but the provisions of this Agreement pursuant to 

Article 13 shall be continued for Claimant until Septemeber 28, 2018. 

In May 2009, Claimant purchased land plots in Barancasia and decided to launch an experimental 

solar project, calling it Alfa. 

On January 1, 2010, solar panels of the Alfa project were connected to the grid and became 

operational, but the project was operating at a heavy loss due to defects in the installation, delays 

and huge budget overruns. There appeared to be no future for Alfa project, but Claimant’s 

managers became aware of the Barancasia’s proposed Law on Renewable Energy (LRE) in early 

2010 and realized that government-backed green subsidies provided some hope for Alfa project 

to survive. 

In May 2010, Barancasia adopted the LRE, which aimed at encouraging the development of 

renewable energy technology, improving security and diversification of energy supply, as well 

as protecting the environment. 

LRE provided that the development of renewable energy sources, including photovoltaic power 

plants, would be encouraged by fixing general feed-in tariffs for renewable energy providers 

who receive a license from the national regulator – the Barancasia Energy Authority (BEA). The 

feed-in tariff would apply for twelve years. 

On 1 July 2010 the BEA announced publicly the fixed feed-in tariff: EUR 0.44 /kWh. 
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Claimant applied for a license for Alfa project, but the BEA denied this request on August 25, 

2010 because a fixed feed-in tariff would only be available for new projects, not for existing 

ones. However, nothing in LRE itself stated this limitation.  

On that same date, Claimant successfully obtained a license with a guaranteed EUR 0.44/kWh 

tariff for its second photovoltaic project, Beta, which became operational on January 30, 2011. 

Claimant decided, building on its efforts from Alpha and Beta projects, to launch 12 more 

photovoltaic projects using the new technology. Claimant borrowed substantial sums of money 

from banks, acquired several land plots suitable for the development of photovoltaic power 

plants, and obtained construction permits. 

On July 1, 2012, Claimant obtained licenses from the BEA for the development of all 12 

photovoltaic power plants with an approved EUR 44/kWh feed-in tariff. It ordered solar panels 

from the producers and started the construction of photovoltaic power plants based on the new 

technology. 

On January 3, 2013, the Barancasian Parliament adopted an amendment to Article 4 of LRE: 

The feed-in tariffs set by the Barancasia Energy Authority may be reviewed annually for 

adjustment taking into account the costs of the best available technology. 

Subsequently, the BEA calculated and announced the new fixed feed-in tariffs: EUR 0.15/kWh, 

applicable from January 1, 2013. 

By that time Claimant had made considerable investments of its own and borrowed money into 

the 12 new solar power plant projects: bought land plots, hired personnel and paid considerable 

advances for equipment. 

On April 20, 2014 Claimant notified Respondent of the dispute and Respondent has declined 

negotiations.  

On April 2, 2014 Claimant requested for arbitration.  

The London Court of Arbitration acknowledged on November 5, 2014 the receipt of the Request 

for Arbitration  on November 2, 2014. 

Respondent responded to the Request for Arbitration on November 21, 2014. 
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STATEMENT  OF  ARGUMENTS 

I.  THE  TRIBUNAL  HAS  JURSIDICTION  OVER  THE  DISPUTE  

CONCERNING  CLAIMANT’S  PHOTOVOLTAIC  PROJECTS  

UNDER  THE  COGITATIA-BARANCASIA  BIT  AND  THE  CLAIM  

ASSERTED  BY  CLAIMANT  ARE  ADMINISSIBLE.   

1 The present dispute is submitted to the arbitration under the Agreement between the Republic 

of Barancasia and the Federal Republic Cogitatia for the promotion and reciprocal protection 

of investment of December 31, 1998 (the Barancasia-Cogitatia BIT, Treaty). 

2 The arbitration clause in the BIT should be read in part as follows: 

Article 8 

Settlement of Investment Disputes between a Contracting Party and an Investor of the other 

Contracting Party 

1. Any  dispute  which  may  arise  between  an  investor  of  one  Contracting Party  and the  

other  Contracting Party in  connection  with  an  investment in  the  territory  of  that  other  

Contracting  Party  shall  be  settled,  if possible, by negotiations between the parties to 

the dispute. 

2. If  any  dispute  between  an  investor  of  one  Contracting  Party  and  the  other  

Contracting  Party  cannot  be  thus  settled  within  a  period  of  six months  from  the  

written  notification of  a  claim,  the  investor  shall  be entitled to submit the case, at his 

choice, for settlement to: 

(a) a court [...], or 

(b) the International  Centre  for Settlement  of  Investment  Disputes [...], or 

(c) an arbitrator or international ad hoc arbitral tribunal [...] or 

(d) the  London  Court  of  International  Arbitration for  arbitration  under  its Rules. 

3. The  arbitral  awards  shall  be  final  and  binding  on  both  parties to  the dispute  and  

shall  be  enforceable  in  accordance  with  the  domestic legislation. 

3 On April 20, 2014 Vasiuki notified Barancasia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs intention to 

pursue legal remedies, if the dispute was not resolved to Vasiuki’s satisfaction. Barancasia 

has declined negotiations [Record, RfA, p. 8, para. 8].  

4 Due to this fact, Claimant submitted Request for Arbitration on November 2, 2014 according 

to Art. 8 of BIT and made a choice of the jurisdiction of the London Court of International 

Arbitration and its Rules as the procedural rules of this arbitration. In response to the request 

of Claimant - Respondent challenged its claims in fields of jurisdiction of the LCIA and 

admissibility of the claims pursued by Claimant [Record, RtR, p. 9-11]. 
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5 According to uncontested facts and applicable law of this case – Claimant submits that this 

honorable Tribunal has jurisdiction over the dispute concerning its photovoltaic project under 

BIT (1) and claims asserted by Claimant are admissible (2). 

1. Tribunal has jurisdiction.  

6 Dispute between Parties concerning Claimant’s investment under BIT. Therefore, all 

procedural aspects of this arbitration should be found primarily according to the content of 

the Treaty and arbitration agreement formed on the basis of Art. 8 of BIT [Record, RtR, p. 9-

11]. Claimant contests the arguments of Respondent about unbinding character of provisions 

of the BIT due to termination of Agreement and accession BIT’s Contracting Party to 

European Union. In contrast to its statement –Claimant in connection with these procedural 

issues submits that Respondent agreed to the possibility of arbitration pursuant to its consent 

in Art. 8 of BIT (1.1), Tribunal’s jurisdiction extends to the states - Parties of BIT and 

investors originating from these states (1.2). Moreover, termination of BIT has not excluded 

arbitration (1.3), and finally – the Tribunal is entitled to determine the dispute under the 

competence-competence doctrine (1.4). 

1.1. Respondent agreed to the possibility of arbitration pursuant to Art. 8 of BIT.   

7 Respondent submitted that this Tribunal does not have jurisdiction over the dispute. This 

argument is generally baseless and inconsistent with provisions of BIT, especially Art. 8 of 

BIT.  

8 Barancasia as the Contracting Party [ClaM, para. 1, 17] is bounded by all rules derive from 

Treaty. Art. 8 of BIT which allows arbitration as a way of resolving disputes was factually 

accepted by the Barancasia through the conclusion of Treaty. Hence, Claimant ask this 

Honorable Tribunal to consider that Tribunal has jurisdiction ratione materiae over the 

dispute pursuant to the consent for arbitration expressed in Art. 8 of BIT. 

9 In international arbitration is rather not disputed that the consent is the main rule and sine qua 

non condition to conduct any arbitrations. However, states and private entities or individuals 

may express their consent to binding dispute resolution in a variety of ways 

[Dugan/Wallace/Rubins/Sabahi, p. 219]. Generally dispute resolution clauses fall into 2 

categories. Firstly, there are BITs in which States originally expressed their general consent 

to arbitration. Secondly, there are treaties which require express of consent directly in 

connection with arising dispute [Cremades Sanz-Pastor/Cairns, p. 345].  

10 Art. 8 of the BIT belongs to the first category of clauses, which a priori includes consent for 

arbitration. This provision states if any dispute between an investor and the Contracting Party 
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occurs – the investor is entitled to submit the case at his choice for settlement to various 

authorities (e.g. domestic court, ICSID, LCIA). This mechanism of settlement investment 

disputes is known in international arbitration as fork in the road clause, which offers the 

opportunity to choice the settlement at investor’s discretion.  

11 Therefore, it shall be noticed by the Tribunal that Respondent concluded the Treaty which 

gave a permission to investor (in art. 8 of the BIT) for the request for arbitration under LCIA. 

As regards the investor, this consent is an invitation or ‘open offer’ to arbitrate, which might 

be accepted whenever an investment dispute arises when an investor in writing elects 

arbitration of an investment dispute, the State's ‘open offer’ is thereby accepted, an 

arbitration agreement has been formed, and there is mutual consent in writing by both parties 

for the purposes of Art. 25 of the Washington Convention [Cremades Sanz-Pastor/Cairns, p. 

348]. In Lanco case Tribunal indicated that consent to arbitration by a state may come from a 

bilateral treaty. Moreover, in the analysis of the Arbitral Tribunal, the consent to arbitrate in 

the BIT constituted an open offer to investors. This offer was accepted by the investor when 

it indicated in writing its selection of arbitration as the form to resolve disputes [Cremades 

Sanz-Pastor/Cairns, p. 347]. 

12 Secondly, it is generally accepted that once a state has given its consent to arbitrate investment 

disputes and this consent has been perfected, it cannot be revoked unilaterally. When an 

investor accepts the state’s open offer to arbitrate, a valid and binding contract is created 

between the parties. This is a manifestation of the maxim pacta sunt servanda and applies to 

undertakings to arbitrate in general [Washington Convention, Art. 25(1); Schreuer, p. 386]. 

13 Furthermore, BIT does not contain any additional requirements necessary to commencement 

a valid arbitration. In particular, there is not provision typically found in  other BITs, as for 

examples: disputes shall upon the agreement by both parties be submitted for arbitration 

[Agreement between the Government of Sweden and the Government of Malaysia 

Concerning the Mutual Protection of Investments (1979), Art. 6; Agreement between the 

Government of Australia and the Government of the People’s Republic of China on the 

Reciprocal Encouragement and Protection of Investments (1988), Art. 12 (2)(b)] or the parties 

concerned may also agree to settle such disputes within the framework of the agreements in 

force between (…) [see in: SPP]. In this case - in accordance with the Treaty and contrary to 

the abovementioned examples - it was not necessary explicit consent to arbitration given by 

the state. 
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1.2. Tribunal’s jurisdiction ratione personae extends to the states - Parties of BIT and 

investors originating from these states.  

14 BIT as an international treaty creating the rights and obligations between states, and the third 

party which emerges in a new legal relationship with on the contracting state [Douglas, p. 

135]. One of the jurisdictional requirements is connected with personal aspect of Treaty and 

arbitration agreement. Due to acts of Claimant, relating to the investment concerning 

photovoltaic plant - Claimant should be treated as the investor under provisions of BIT with 

all legal effect. Although Respondent did not contest this, Claimant will shortly describe why 

the jurisdiction of the arbitral tribunal derived from Art. 8 of BIT covers Claimant.  

15 According to the Art. 1, which contains all the definitions in the BIT – investment means 

every kind of asset invested in connection with economic activities by an investor of one 

Contracting Party in the territory of the other Contracting [Record, Annex No. 1, p. 24-30], 

moreover any natural or legal person of one Contracting Party who invests in the territory of 

the other Contracting Party shall be treated as investor under above provision. [Record, 

Annex No.1, p. 24-30]. 

16 Claimant - Vasiuki is an LLC incorporated under the laws of Cogitatia, which is the 

Contracting Party. Vasiuki has been engaged in the development, construction and operation 

of renewable energy facilities in Barancasia since 2002. Definition of investment in the BIT 

is wide-ranging and applies to all economic activities of Vasiuki. Doubtless the provisions of 

BIT are clear and unambigious. It is thus essential to examine the text of the respective treaty, 

including the exceptions to the definition of investment or other carve-outs carefully 

[Dugan/Wallace/Rubins/Sabahi, p.131]. 

17 On the other side, it is also uncontested that pursuant to BIT that Barancasia is one of 

Contracing Parties, which is obliged to realize all obligation derive from the Treaty. 

Therefore, it is clearly that this Honorable Tribunal has personal jurisdiction over the Parties, 

what is expresly confirmed under the provisions of BIT, especially in Art. 8 of BIT which is 

settlement dispute clause.   

1.3. Tribunal has jurisdiction ratione temporis because of termination of the BIT has 

not excluded arbitration. 

18 The main contention of Respondent relates to the alleged lack of jurisdiction due to the 

termination of BIT pursuant to Art. 13. This argument is baseless for three reasons. Firstly, 

BIT was not terminated lawfully. Secondly, Art. 13 of BIT provides a transitional period for 

all investments made prior to the termination. Thirdly and finally, even if the Tribunal finds 
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that the Treaty has been terminated successfully – arbitration clause survives despite 

termination due to the separability doctrine. 

1.3.1. The BIT was not terminated lawfully. 

19 Beginning with the first issue - Respondent argues that the Tribunal has no jurisdiction 

because the Treaty has been terminated in accordance with the government's notification of 

June 29, 2007. This is uncontested fact, however BIT as every international treaty shall be 

interpreted under Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. What is important in this case, 

Art. 54 of VCLT, provides that the termination of a treaty or the withdrawal of a party may 

take place: (a) in conformity with the provisions of the treaty; or (b) at any time by consent 

of all the parties after consultation with the other contracting States [VCLT, Art. 54]. 

20 Therefore, it is undoubtedly stated that termination international treaty requires consents of 

all contracting parties. In the present case, Barancasia submit the notification of termination 

of June 29, 2007 [Record, Annex No. 7.1., p. 38], but Cogitatia apart of its notification dated 

September 28, 2007 which was only an acknowledgment of receipt [Record, Annex No. 7.2., 

p. 39] – has never expressed clearly acceptance towards intent of Respondent. Moreover, there 

is no record of any Cogitatian Government response or comment to the interview [UF, para. 

31]. 

21 Concluding, Respondent does not have any evidence to successfully argue that properly 

terminated the Treaty, in particular due to the accession to the EU. Thus, jurisdiction ratione 

temporis extends to the entire investment undertaken by Vasiuki.  

1.3.2. Art. 13 of BIT provides a transitional period for all investments made prior to the 

termination. 

22 In relation to the second issue, as mentioned above, content of the BIT extends to the activies 

of Claimant [see at: para. 15-16]. Vasiuki has been engaged in activities concerning fossil fuel 

and wind turbine generation facilities in Barancasia since 2002. What is not irrelevant in this 

arbitration - Barancasia issued the last written notification relating to BIT in August 1, 2002. 

It means that BIT entered into force on this date, and all provisions become binding for the 

Parties and third entities [BIT, Art. 13]. The duration of Treaty was provided for 10 years, 

which was particularly attractive for the investor, who was interested in further activity and 

relied on the provisions of the BIT [BIT, Art 13, para. 2.] Moreover, it was factual motivation 

for the actions taken by Claimant. 

23 If this honorable Tribunal considers that the Treaty was successfully terminated on June 2007, 

however on the other hand, it should be emphasized that BIT in Art. 13 para 3. provides sunset 

[or survival] clause, which is typically used in BITs [f. i.: South African’s BIT, Churchill 

http://www.italaw.com/cases/1479
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Mining PLC and Planet Mining Pty Ltd v Republic of Indonesia in connection with 

Netherland-Indonesia BIT]. This clause states that provisions of BIT shall be effective for a 

period of ten years from the termination for all investments made prior the termination date 

[Record, Art 13, para. 2]. It means that Claimant despite notification of termination shall 

benefit from the BIT and be treated as investor, with all legal consequences to this date. 

Moreover, it is consistent with Article 70 of Vienna Convention which clearly indicates that 

the termination  of  a  treaty  under  its  provisions  or  in  accordance  with  the  present  

Convention (…) does  not  affect  any  right,  obligation  or  legal  situation  of  the  parties  

created  through  the  execution  of  the  treaty  prior  to  its  termination [VCLT, Art. 70].  

24 Concluding this argument – Claimant’s activity existed within the temporal jurisdiction of the 

Tribunal, due to validly of sunset clause which extended the duration of BIT. 

1.3.3. Even if the Tribunal finds that the Treaty has been terminated successfully – 

arbitration clause survives despite termination due to the separability doctrine. 

25 Finally, if this honorable Tribunal finds that BIT was lawfully terminated and claims asserted 

by Claimant were actually outside of legal framework of BIT – Vasiuki submits that the 

dispute clause– relating to the dispute, which arose under BIT - survives the termination.  

26 Separability doctrines is an international rule which determines whether arbitration clause can 

be regarded as having an independent existence of its own [Redfern/Hunter, p. 117]. Therefore 

according to this doctrines arbitration agreement shall be interpreted as constituting a separate 

and autonomous contract. Additionally, it means that the validity of the arbitration clause 

does not depend on the validity of the contract as a whole [Redfern/Hunter, p. 134]. Moreover, 

this doctrine is widely accepted both by arbitration rules and in national laws [Redfern/Hunter, 

p. 134]. 

27 In circumstances of the present case, it is noteworthy, that Art. 8 of BIT does not contain any 

literally temporary limitations (such as the claim is possibly only within the duration of the 

contract, moreover it begins with the open wording any dispute between). Due to this fact, 

there are no provision in BIT which would constitute any obstacles to raising claims even if 

the BIT is terminated. This view was confirmed in many cases from various international 

jurisdiction, for example in Fiona Trust case, in which the House of Lords upheld the decision 

of the Court of Appeal concluding that the validity, existence, or effectiveness of the 

arbitration agreement is not dependent upon the effectiveness, existence, or validity of the 

underlying substantive contract, or in Riley case: when a dispute arises under an expired 

contract that contained a broad arbitration provision, courts must presume that the parties 

intended to arbitrate their dispute. This is so even if the facts of the dispute occurred after the 

http://www.italaw.com/cases/1479
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contract expired or in case from India jurisdiction in which was stated that arbitration clause 

will survive once the contract containing the clause has come to an end or been terminated 

[Case no. 6399/2009] and finally also confirmed by prof. G. Born as follow: the arbitration 

clause may survive termination or expiry of the underlying agreement [Born, p. 68].  

28 In conclusion, despite the notification of termination of the contract and ineffective 

termination - in accordance with the clause - provisions of the agreement are valid, however 

on the other hand, even if the Treaty is not valid, the arbitration agreement is still applicable 

in connection with claims asserted by the Party. Therefore, in the absence of contraindications 

contained in the agreement, this honorable Tribunal has temporal jurisdiction over the dispute.   

1.4. Tribunal is entitled to determine the dispute under the competence-competence 

doctrine. 

29 In accordance with international arbitration competence-competence doctrine – this honorable 

Arbitral Tribunal is entitled to rule on its own jurisdiction. [In Germany law - Kompetenz-

Kompetenz; Redfern/Hunter, p. 276] Moreover, under this theory the arbitrators can 

determine the existence of the arbitration clause, its validity and scope, so this doctrine 

provides that the tribunal has jurisdiction over the dispute, regardless of the respondent’s 

challenge and its objectives. 

30 Most institutional arbitration rules and modern national laws governing international 

arbitration also spell out the power of an arbitral tribunal to rule on its own jurisdiction. This 

rule is confirmed by well-known arbitration rules as UNCITRAL [UNICTRAL Model Law, 

Art. 21] and ICC [ICC Arbitration Rules, Art. 6]. This has been also reflected in the LCIA 

Rules which is applicable law in this dispute. Art. 23.1 of LCIA stipulates: the Arbitral 

Tribunal shall have the power to rule upon its own jurisdiction and authority, including any 

objection to the initial or continuing existence, validity, effectiveness or scope of the 

Arbitration Agreement.  

31 It should be noted that after receiving a request for arbitration, LCIA Court issued 

Acknowledgment of Request. In this letter was clearly stated that the arbitration is therefore 

treated as having commenced today [Record, p. 6-8]. Therefore, it shall be pointed that, at the 

beginning of proceeding LCIA Court recognize the arbitration agreement invoked by 

Claimant as valid.  

32 However, in the absence of such an agreement, the LCIA will not be able to register a case. 

This is the prima facie examination of jurisdiction by the LCIA [Gerbay/Richman, p. 52]. 
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33 Such authorization of the Arbitral Tribunal under this doctrine has been met in many cases, 

such as EnCana case and Occidental case, which were determinate under LCIA Rules.  

34 Hence, in accordance with the aforementioned, it shall be concluded that LCIA Rules gives 

power the Tribunal to consider present case. Contrary to the assertions of Respondent – it 

should be noted that if the LCIA Court did not recognize Art. 8 of BIT (Arbitration 

Agreement) as relevant, Request for Arbitration submitted by Claimant would be rejected 

according to lack of jurisdiction derives from Treaty. Due to the fact that this proceeding have 

been initiated it should be indicated that LCIA Court found itself as competent, and 

Respondent’s objection in this matter should be considered as unfounded. 

2. Claims asserted by Claimant are admissible. 

35 On April 20, 2014 Vasiuki notified Barancasia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs of its claim due 

to breach of Treaty by Respondent. Although Barancasia is liable for violation of the BIT, 

especially failure to accord Vasiuki Fair and Equitable Treatment standard. However, 

Barancasia consistently denies this position and indicates for the inadmissibility of the claim. 

Appropriate to the circumstances of the present case Claimant submitted that the claim was 

consistent with Art. 8 of the BIT. (2.1) and failure of the cooling-off period does not preclude 

claims asserted by the Claimant (2.2). Moreover, settlement dispute clause or other provision 

of BIT does not provide any inviolable requirements for bring an action against a state caused 

by its violation and does not recognize the primacy of domestic courts’ jurisdiction (2.3). A 

fortiori it was particularly necessary because of the rejection of negotiation by Barancasia 

(2.4).  

2.1. The claim was consistent with Art. 8 of BIT. 

36 Art. 8 of BIT is provision which regulates all acceptable paths of resolving disputes. In 

accordance with above-mentioned part on jurisdiction, Respondent agreed for arbitration in 

situation in a dispute arises and therefore the Tribunal is empowered to any inconsistency 

between parties of arbitration agreement and BIT as well. According to prof. Z. Douglas 

statement relating to the problem of admissibility, in this aspect this honorable Tribunal must 

determine that the legal foundation of the claims, objectively determined, are investment 

treaty obligations insofar as the facts alleged by the claimant in support thereof are prima 

facie capable of sustaining a finding of liability on the part of the host state by reference to 

the treaty obligations [Douglas, p. 695]. 

37 According to previously part of this argumentation it was explained that this Tribunal has 

jurisdiction over disputes between Parties. Moreover, Art. 8 of BIT should be treated as fork 
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in the road clause [ClaM, para. 10], which states about right of investor in field of pursuing 

claims. It should be uncontested that Claimant in relation to unfair treatment by the State was 

entitled to raise a claim under the provisions of the Treaty, simultaneously fulfilling all the 

procedural requirements.  

38 What is significant in this arbitration – the Respondent challenged the admissibility in this 

proceeding, but on the other hand there were not indicated any proofs and substantive 

arguments in this matter. According to statement of the prof. J. Paulsson, inadmissible is 

procedural situation when the claims should not be hear at all. Moreover, this admissible issue 

is always connected with other terms, as: premature and impediment [see at: Paulsson]. 

Therefore, it is unacceptable assertion that the claim is inadmissible in the absence of relevant 

requirements from the Art. 8 of BIT. 

2.2. Failure of the cooling-off period does not preclude claims asserted by Claimant.  

39 As it has been explained, Art. 8 does not provide for any general exclusion requirements in 

connection with the claim. However, para. 2 of this Article provides that submission of 

investor for settlement is possible within 6 months from the written notification of the claim. 

40 According to the circumstances of present case, Vasiuki present its notification to Barancasia 

on April 20, 2014. Furthermore, due to inability of the Respondent in finding amicable 

solution, Claimant submitted its request for arbitration dated November 2, 2014. It means that 

request was filed before the due date, however it does not constitutes any breach of Art. 8 of 

BIT. 

41 The waiting period before arbitration is a typical solution contain in international treaties and 

arbitration agreement. This period can be used for settlement negotiation and/or the 

preparation for the arbitration or litigation. Moreover, a period of three or six months is a 

common waiting period prior to the commencement of legal proceedings [Cremades Sanz-

Pastor/Cairns, p. 325 – 351]. 

42 Fact that Claimant had initiated arbitration before the end of the specified period, should be 

notated that it does not imply that its claim is not admissible. On the contrary, the provision 

introducing the cooling-off period should be interpreted as granting an opportunity for 

amicable settlement, not as a tool used to impede or obstruct arbitration proceedings [see at: 

Biwater Gauff]. Moreover, that this requirement of a six-month waiting period in the Treaty 

is not a jurisdictional provision, i.e. a limit set to the authority of the Arbitral Tribunal to 

decide on the merits of the dispute [see at: Ethyl Corp.]. The purpose of this rule is to allow 

the parties to engage in good-faith negotiations before initiating arbitration. Also the Tribunal 
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in SGS case reached the same result. In this case, the Pakistan-Switzerland BIT provided a 

12-month consultation period before permitting the investor to go to arbitration and Tribunal 

found that: Tribunals have generally tended to treat consultation periods as directory and 

procedural rather than as mandatory and jurisdictional in nature. Compliance with such a 

requirement is, accordingly, not seen as amounting to a condition precedent for the vesting 

of jurisdiction (…) Finally, it does not appear consistent with the need for orderly and cost-

effective procedure to halt this arbitration at this juncture and require Claimant first to 

consult with the Respondent before re-submitting the Claimant's BIT claims to this Tribunal 

[see at: SGS]. 

43 Therefore, Claimant by submission of claim has not breached admissibility. The practice of 

arbitration tribunal pointing out that the cooling-off period is not a strict requirement and 

should be interpreted according to the circumstances. In the present case Respondent rejected 

negotiation, what was particularly important for the premature submission of the claim.  

2.3. BIT does not provide any requirements for Investor to resort to domestic courts. 

Some international treaties contain provision provided the supremacy of domestic courts over 

arbitration. It these cases investor is generally obliged to prior choice of national jurisdiction, 

for example in Maffezini case the consent clause in the Argentina-Spain BIT required resort 

to the host state’s domestic courts for 18 months before the institution of arbitration. 

However, the mentioned requirement does not exist in BIT’s provisions. According to Art. 8 

of BIT investor is entitled to choice of jurisdiction according to its own distraction. It means 

that it is not obliged in this matter to mandatory jurisdiction of domestic courts.  

2.4. Request for arbitration was necessary because Barancasia rejected negotiation. 

44 Moreover, it should be emphasized in this proceeding that Barancasia rejected negotiation 

initiated by notification of Vasiuki.  

45 According to Art. 8 of BIT any dispute which may arise shall be settled, if possible, by 

negotiations between the parties to the dispute. However, this provision does not means that 

negotiation or consultation is a mandatory step and must be conducted in all circumstances 

when the dispute occurs. This regulation is fairly popular in international treaties [Argentina-

United States BIT, Art. 7; Italy-Morocco BIT, Art. 8(1)] and shall not be treated as onerous 

for parties of dispute, but rather as a chance for a quick and amicable agreement.  

46 In international law is assumed that an investor must at least notify the Host State of the 

grounds of the dispute in writing, and have a willingness to discuss and settle the dispute, 

before proceeding to arbitration or litigation [Cremades Sanz-Pastor/Cairns, p. 341]. It is 
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therefore indisputable Claimant has fulfilled all obligations in this respect. The fact is that 

Claimant notified Respondent of the dispute on April 20, 2014 and then the Respondent has 

declined negotiations and simultaneously rejected a possible of reconciliation.  

 

CONCLUSION ON ISSUE I 

Respondent unjustly and without any legal basis challenged the jurisdiction of the Tribunal 

and the admissibility of claims asserted by Claimant. However, as has been presented above 

the statement of Respondent is baseless. According to provisions of BIT, especially to Art. 8, 

Tribunal has material, temporal and personal jurisdiction. Moreover, the claim is admissible 

since Claimant did not omit any essential procedural requirement derive from the applicable 

law.  
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II.  RESPONDENT’S  ACTIONS  ARE  NOT  EXEMPTED  ON  THE  

BASIS  THAT  THEY  WERE  NECESSARY  FOR  BARANCASIA  IN  

ORDER  TO  MEET  ITS  ECENOMIC  AND  RENEWABLE  ENERGY  

OBJECTIVES  AND  TO  ADHERE  TO  ITS  EU  OBLIGATIONS.   

47 Claimant respectfully ask the honorable Tribunal to consider that Respondent’s unlawful 

actions described in [Record, RfA, p. 5] are not exempted on the basis that they were necessary 

for Barancasia in order to meet its economic and renewable energy objectives and to adhere 

to its EU obligations. Claimant states first that Barancasia was not obliged to terminate the 

BIT in order to fulfill EU obligations in 2007 [Record, UF, para. 9] (1). Secondly, 

Respondent’s pursue of the economic and renewable energy objectives were disproportionate 

and harmed Vasiuki business (2).  

1. Barancasia was not obliged to terminate the BIT in 2007.  

48 Since both Contracting Parties became members of the European Union in 2004, the BIT 

concluded in 1998 became an Intra-European Union bilateral investment treaty (Intra-EU 

BIT) [Record, UF, para. 19]. This became a reason for Barancasia to terminate the BIT, 

however Claimant states that FDI was not the element of the EU commercial policy neither 

in 2006, when Respondent announced its intention to terminate all its Intra EU-BIT [Record, 

UF, para. 6] nor in 2007 when Barancasia notified its intention to immediately terminate the 

BIT [Record, UF, para. 9]  (1.1.). To emphasize that termination of the BIT was not necessary, 

Claimant wants to draw the attention of the Tribunal to the fact that even though FDI after the 

Treaty of Lisbon is an element of the common commercial policy this action was not the only 

possibility do adhere the EU obligations (1.2.).  

1.1.  FDI was not an element of  the common commercial policy of the EU in 2006. 

49 Respondent claims that the BIT became obsolete because of the accession to the EU in 2004 

[Record, RtR, para. 10]. Claimant cannot agree with this statement and wants to indicate that 

in accordance with Art. 133 of the EC Treaty foreign investment policy was not the element 

of the common commercial policy of the EU at that time.  

50 Wherefore, the EU has a limited role in shaping foreign investment policy. As a consequence, 

it falls within the ambit of the Member States to deal with matters of foreign investment. The 

most common instruments used by Member States for the promotion and protection of foreign 

investments are – exactly – BITs [Söderlund].   
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51 Moreover, in this article was also discussed two ECJ’s Opinion 1/94 and 2/92 where the Court 

confirmed that FDI was not the element of the common commercial policy under the EC 

Treaty at that time.  

52 Concluding, in 2006 Intra-EU BITs were not an element of the common commercial policy 

and only Member States were in power to decide about the existence of BITs, hence there 

were no conflict with EC Treaty. In addition, intra-EU investor/state arbitration  can hardly 

be said to be inconsistent with the EC legal order (investor-state arbitration is not addressed 

by EC law, and the EC legal order has not offered a substitute to investor-state arbitration) 

[Söderlund].   

1.2. Terminating the BIT was not the only solution to fulfill EU obligations, even 

though, the FDI is the element of the common commercial policy of the EU after 

the Lisbon Treaty. 

53 On June 29, 2007 Barancasia notified the Federal Republic of Cogitatia of its intention to 

immediately terminate the Cogitatia-Barancasia BIT [Record, UF, para. 9], which came as an 

unexpected shift within the FDI of Barancasia [Record, Annex no. 5]. Respondent justified 

its actions by invoking Art. 207 TFUE [Record, RfA, para. 10]. However, according to the 

analysis presented in 1.1 of this part of Memorandum this argument is not legitimate, since at 

that time the applicable treaty was the EC Treaty not the Treaty of Lisbon, which entered into 

force in 2009. 

54 Claimant agrees that Art. 133 EC which is now Art. 207 TFEU gives the Union’s exclusive 

competence for FDI, however in order to ensure compatibility between internal legislation of 

Member State and EU law the BIT termination was not the only possible and profitable 

solution. To support this statement Claimant shall use as an example the Czech Republic, 

which terminate by consensus all of its intra-EU BITs showing that EU solidarity and the 

common commercial policy does not mean arbitrarily termination and that reaching an 

agreement is possible [Olivet, p. 6]. 

55 Additionally, Claimant wants to invoke two infringement cases brought by the Commission 

against Austria [C 205/06] and Sweden [C-249/06]. Those two cases concerned various BITs 

which guaranteed reciprocal profits. However, those cases concerned Extra- EU BITs, the 

general rule that was pointed out is: under this provisions [EC, Art. 307] Member States are 

obliged to take all appropriate steps to eliminate any incompatibility with the EC Treaty 

contained in such agreements [Burgstaller, p. 56]. Thus, even when there were incompatibility 

in those Extra–EU BITs the Commission took under consideration the possibility for 
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renegotiation those treaties. At this point Claimant wants to draw the attention to the fact that 

Respondent could try to consult or negotiate the EU obligations, especially when the BIT in 

Art. 9(1) admits the possibility of negotiation in case of a dispute. 

56 Careful and thoughtful actions towards investors should be taken under consideration 

especially when most Member States did not share the Commission’s concern regarding 

arbitration risks and discriminatory treatment of investors and a clear majority of Member 

States preferred to maintain the existing agreements [Vis-Dunbar].  

57 As has already been stated not only most Member States take the EU obligation with 

deliberation, but they also are try to decide and apply the most favorable mechanism in order 

to balance legal measures to adhere the EU law and obligations from BITs. 

1.2.1.  Intra-EU BIT is still in force.  

58 To support the statement that the BIT did not become obsolete by the fact of the accession to 

the EU Claimant wants to emphasize that there are around 200 intra-EU BITs still in force 

[Allen&Overy], mainly because most Member States did not share the Commission’s concern 

regarding arbitration risks and discriminatory treatment of investors. 

59 Moreover, Sergey Ripinsky, who is  an expert on international investment treaty law at the 

British Institute of International and Comparative Law highlighted that: Governments are 

likely to believe that BITs give their investors a higher level of protection abroad, compared 

to domestic laws of an EU host state or even EC law. For example, neither domestic systems 

nor European law include an obligation as broad or comprehensive as the Fair and Equitable 

Treatment obligation in BITs. Even more traditional provisions, such as the ones concerning 

expropriation, may be expressed in BITs in a stricter manner, leaving less discretion or 

margin of appreciation to host state governments [Vis-Dunbar]. 

2. Barancasia’s economic and renewable energy objectives were in theory rightful, 

however, State’s actions directed towards Vasiuki were disproportionate to those 

objectives. 

60 Claimant asserts that Barancasia’s actions towards Vasiuki’s projects ware not exempt in 

order to meet its economic and renewable energy objectives (2.1) especially when Vasiuki 

was taking a significant role in developing the economic growth and renewable energy sector 

(2.2). Moreover, their actions were not adequate and harmed Vasiuki’s investments, which 

were protected by the BIT (2.3).  
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2.1. Barancasia’ renewable energy objectives as a result of the EU Energy Policy. 

61 Respondent was trying to meet the EU climate and energy targets [Record, UF, para. 7] by 

accommodating Barancasia’s law. In May 2010 Barancasia adopted the LRE, which aimed at 

encouraging the development of renewable energy technology, improving security and 

diversification of energy supply, as well as protecting the environment [Record, UF, para. 13]. 

Besides the LRE, in 2010 the Photovoltaic Support Regulation [Record, Annex no. 3] was 

also adopted by the State. However, the intention was to facilitate investment operations, it 

was very hard to conduct one during those two legal acts being in force. 

62 Firstly, according to Art. 2 of the LRE: the production of energy from renewable sources will 

be encouraged by state measures until the share of electricity generated from renewable 

sources amounts to no less than 20 percent as compared with the country’s gross consumption 

of energy. This Article was a reflection of the EU recommendations which were based on the 

Commission Communication of January 10, 2007 called: Renewable Energy Road Map- 

Renewable energies in the 21st century: building a more sustainable future [COM(2006)848]. 

The Renewable Energy Road Map, which is an integral part of the Energy Package sets an 

overall mandatory target of 20% for the proportion of renewable energy figuring in gross 

domestic consumption. Moreover, in accordance with Directive 2001/77/EC, all Member 

States adopted national targets for the proportion of electricity consumption from renewable 

energy sources. Despite the assumptions, Barancasia did not reach the 20% share of renewable 

energy on its energy matrix the targets to date [Record, PO, no. 2], therefore they were obliged 

to continue favorable policy towards investors willing to develop renewable energy sector. 

63 Secondly, Art 3. of the LRE defines what state support measures means: the development of 

renewable energy sources, including photovoltaic power plants, shall be encouraged by fixing 

general feed-in tariffs to be provided for the purchase of energy from licensed renewable 

energy producers. Moreover, in The Photovoltaic Support Regulation the feed- in tariff is 

widely described. That corresponds which the general idea of the EU’s measures for 

promoting renewable energy sources in the electricity. At this point Claimant wants to state 

that taking into consideration guaranteed feed-in tariff of EUR 0.44/kWh for renewable 

energy producers and the legal regime for renewable energy as a whole, Vasiuki expanded its 

photovoltaic investments in Barancasia. This included applying for a license for its Alfa 

project, and then subsequently investing in its second photovoltaic project, Beta, and then 12 

more photovoltaic projects using a new technology [Record, UF, para. 4]. However, only 
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project Beta was allowed the feed- in tariff of EUR 0.44/kWh for only two years of the 

promised twelve [Record, ReportMK, para. 48]. 

64 Thirdly, Art. 4 of the LRE states that the feed-in tariff announced by the Barancasia Energy 

Authority (BEA) and applicable at the time of issuance of a license will apply for twelve years, 

which encouraged Vasiuki to launch Alpha and Beta projects, 12 more photovoltaic projects 

– Chi, Delta, Digama, Dzeta, Epsilon, Eta, Fi, Gama, Ipsilon, Jota, Kapa, Kopa [Record, UF, 

para.27]. However, at beginning of 2012, it became evident to the Government of Barancasia 

that the LRE was a mistake and had created a “solar bubble” [Record, UF, p. 22]. On July 1, 

2012 Vasiuki managed to obtain licenses from the BEA for the development of all 12 

photovoltaic power plants with an approved EUR 0.44/kWh feed-in tariff [Record, UF, para. 

33]. Approximately after 4 months the Barancasian Parliament adopted an amendment to Art. 

4 of the LRE: The feed-in tariffs set by the Barancasia Energy Authority may be reviewed 

annually for adjustment taking into account the costs of the best available technology. 

[Record, UF, para. 34]. Furthermore, the BEA calculated and announced the new fixed feed-

in tariffs: EUR 0.15/kWh, applicable from January 1, 2013 [Record, UF, para. 35]. Needless 

to say, Vasiuki suffered a tremendous loss through those constant and unstable actions. 

65 In theory the Photovoltaic Support Regulation as well as the LRE were profitable for investors 

like Vasiuki. In practice, however, those regulations as a whole ware not favorable at all. 

Barancasia’s authorities not only invoked on those acts wrongly when they denied the request 

for a license for Alfa project [Record, UF, para. 22] but it seems that besides well-sounding 

targets those regulation were not well-thought-out. The “solar bubble” effect was certainly 

caused by the fact that, the State did not predict that circumstances such as technological 

change is possible and omitted that when preparing those legal acts. Additionally, changes in 

Art. 4 of the LRE and in feed- in tariff created conditions which made it very difficult for 

investors not only to develop energy market, but also to develop their investments. 

2.2. Vasiuki’s participation in Barancasia’s development in renewable energy sector 

and economic growth. 

66 Since 2002 Claimant started engaging in the development of renewable energy facilities inter 

alia in Barancasia on the basis of the BIT [Record, UF, para. 1]. From that time on, Claimant 

consistently endeavor to develop renewable energy sector in Barancasia starting from 

purchasing land plots in Barancasia and deciding to launch an experimental solar project, 

called Alfa in 2009 [Record, UF, para. 12].  
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67 Barancasia guaranteed feed-in tariff of EUR 0.44/kWh for renewable energy producers, such 

as Vasiuki. Art. 4 of the LRE provided that the feed-in tariff applicable at the time of issuance 

of a license to the renewable power producer would apply for twelve years.  

68 Based on the LRE and the LRE Regulation for renewable energy, Claimant significantly 

expanded its photovoltaic investments in Barancasia. This included applying for a license for 

its Alfa project, and then subsequently investing in its second photovoltaic project, Beta, and 

then 12 more photovoltaic projects using a new technology.  

69 In order to develop its projects Vasiuki made considerable investment [Record, Report MK, 

para. 48], such as borrowing substantial sums of money from banks, acquiring several land 

plots suitable for the development of photovoltaic power plants, and obtaining construction 

permits. [Record, UF, para. 27]. 

70 To support the statement that Vasiuki as a foreign investor made an impact not only on FDI 

development but also on the economic growth in Barancasia , Claimant wants to refer to the 

press report dated May 5, 2012 and Prime Minister opinion on FDI: Our foreign direct 

investment policy has been a tremendous success, which undeniably promoted the economic 

growth of the country. Our country was able to attract various types of foreign direct 

investment [Record, Annex no. 8]. 

71 Concluding, Claimant as a foreign investor acted in accordance with the Barancasia’s law. 

Vasiuki decided to invest in Barancasia based on fairly assumptions that applicable State’s 

law and other legal sources such as the BIT will be respected and will provide obligations 

thereunder. 

2.3 Vasiuki’s protection under the BIT still in force. 

72 Even if the Tribunal were to agree with Respondent that their internal legislation was not 

violating invertors’ rights, Claimant wants to underline that the BIT was the reason why the 

investment in renewable energy facilities took place in Barancasia. This Treaty was intended 

to provide economic cooperation to the mutual benefit of both Contracting Parties, intending 

to create and maintain favorable conditions for investments of investors of one Contracting 

Party in the territory of the other Contracting Party, and Conscious that the promotion and 

reciprocal protection of investments in terms of the present Agreements stimulates the 

business initiatives in this field [Record, Annex. no. 1]. 

73 The BIT ensures certain level of protection by the existence of standards, which are dedicated 

to both Parties of this Treaty. In this particular BIT, besides FET or MFN, which are described 
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in Art. 2(2) and Art. 3, there are two standards that are crucial at this point of analysis: 

promotion and encouragement obligations and favorable conditions. 

74 Art. 2(1) of the BIT could be defined by those two standards mentioned above. Promotion 

obligations are subject to the host state's domestic laws or foreign investment policies, and 

the obligation applies to promoting inward FDI in the host state. In most BITs, promotion and 

encouragement are the presumed by-products of specific substantive and procedural 

investment protections [Newcombe/Paradell]. Talking about the favorable conditions 

established by the BIT it should be outlined that it consist an effective normative framework: 

impartial courts, an efficient and legally restrained bureaucracy, and the measure of 

transparency in decision that has increasingly been recognized as a control mechanism over 

governments and as a vital component of the international standard of governance 

[Newcombe/ Paradell]. 

75 Therefore, Vasiuki was protected from unfavorable conditions to develop investments in two 

ways. Firstly, the protection came from the EU objectives on renewable energy development. 

Secondly, and most importantly the protection for the investor and the investment in general 

was based on the BIT. 
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III.  RESPONDENT  ADMINISTRATIVE  AND  REGULATORY  

MEASURES  IN  RESPECT  OF  LRE  AMOUNT  TO  BREACH  OF  

COGITATIA-BARANCASIA  BIT. 

 

1. Respondent’s administrative and regulatory measures indicate an indirect 

expropriation.  

76 Claimant respectfully ask the Tribunal to consider the fact that Respondent’s administrative 

and regulatory measures were not pursuant to Art. 5 of BIT. Under Art. 5(1) of BIT 

Respondent was obligated i. e. to not expropriate or make measures having effect equivalent 

[Record, p. 26-27].  

77 It is incontestable Respondent breached these obligations since Claimant’s intangible assets 

of economic value were indirectly expropriated. Claimant's statement is based on 

Respondent's actions which violated Claimant’s benefits (1.1). Moreover, Respondent's 

actions violated reasonably expected benefits in discriminatory manner (1.2). 

1.1. Respondent's actions violated Claimant’s benefits. 

78 Respondent’s conduct was illegitimate and deprived Claimant benefits, which should have 

got lawfully. Claimant was deprived benefits vis-à-vis Respondent refuse to license for Alfa 

project without merit (1.1.1) and change the feed-in tariff regardless obligation under the LRE 

(1.1.2). 

1.1.1.  Respondent refused to license for Alfa project without merit. 

79 Alfa project is the first solar project of Claimant. On January 1, 2010 the project became 

operational and during its operation Alfa’s capacity improve at a rate of 2,2% per year 

[Record, ReportMK, para. 6]. In the beginning of Alfa’s project operation, license was not 

required and the tariff was EUR 0,1989/kWh [Record, ReportMK,  para. 6]. On May 2010 

Respondent enacted LRE, which is aimed at development production of energy from 

renewable sources. In Art. 3 of LRE provided the feed-in tariff for purchase of energy form 

licensed renewable energy producers and in Art. 4 of LRE guaranteed that license will be 

grant for twelve years. Art. 5 of the LRE and Art. 3 of the Regulation by BEA established that 

license can obtain existing and new projects, which produce energy from renewable energy 

sources. Claimant applied for a license for Alfa project but Respondent denied this request on 

August 25, 2010. The same day Beta project, which use the same photovoltaic technology, 
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obtained a license. Respondent behaved in non-transparent way, since there was no reason to 

refuse. Claimant was entitled to get license. 

80 The example of non-transparent unreasonable behavior in a way presented above which may 

indicate indirect expropriation might be found in Metalclad case, in which State denied 

construction permit. Tribunal held: These measures, taken together with the representations 

of the Mexican federal government, on which Metalclad relied, and the absence of a timely, 

orderly or substantive basis for the denial by the Municipality of the local construction permit, 

amount to an indirect expropriation [Metalclad, para. 107]. Conduct of Respondent was 

illegitimate, since LRE and the Regulation by BEA guarantee licenses also for existing 

projects. In LRE or the Regulation by BEA do not exist articles, which state limitation. There 

is no doubt that behavior of Respondent indicate indirect expropriation.  

81 Claimant, who had tremendous experience owing to Alfa project, decided to launch Beta 

project. Beta project obtained license under the LRE on August 25, 2010 and become 

operational on January 30, 2011.  

1.1.2. Respondent changed the feed-in tariff regardless obligation under LRE. 

82 Respondent cut the feed-in tariff, thus the Beta project allowed only two years of promised 

twelve. Initially guaranteed for solar projects the feed-in tariff amounted to EUR 0,44/kWh, 

however subsequent to 2 years changed to EUR 0,15/kWh despite of the fact that the LRE 

guaranteed 12 years of application after license for Beta was granted. The amendment of the 

Art. 4 of LRE minimalized the value of the feed-in tariff to the strikingly low value. 

Respondent did not consult change of the feed-in tariff with concerned stakeholders [Record, 

RfA, p. 4] and acted in a non-transparent way.   

83 The main prerequisite of expropriation is whether state acted in its sovereign capacity, 

governmental or public power or authority [Reinisch, p. 418]. There is no doubt the 

amendment of the Art. 4 of LRE without any consultations with investors meets requirement 

of the sovereign capacity. In that situation Respondent did not act entirely as Contracting 

Party. It was also sovereign capacity, which deprived Claimant significant benefits. 

84 In the MIGA’s Convention expropriation and similar measures are characterize as any 

legislative action or administrative action or omission attributable to the host government 

which has the effect of depraving the holder of a guarantee of his ownership or control of, or 

substantial benefit from, his investment[…] [MIGA, Art. 11(2)]. It is difficult to undermine 

Claimant was deprived of the substantial benefits since the feed-in tariff in EUR 0,44/kWh 

value has been stripped-down from legally guaranteed 12 to merely 2 years in force [Record, 
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ReportMK, para. 5]. It is also irrefutable this action of Respondent shall be conducted as the 

prerequisite of indirect expropriation. 

85 According to the CME case: Indirect expropriations, i.e. measure that do not involve an overt 

taking but that effectively neutralize the benefit of the property of the foreign owner, are 

subject to expropriation claims [CME, para. 604]. Even if Tribunal does not find that 

Respondent’s acts are deprived of substantial benefits,  the UNCITRAL Arbitral Tribunal 

found that it is enough when the benefits are neutralized. International law is consistent with 

this capacity [CME, para. 604]. Also in Consortium RFCC case the Tribunal found that 

expropriation occurs if only benefits are reduced [Consortium RFCC, para 69]. Thus, 

Claimant’s benefits were not only reduced, they were deprived by Respondent in enormous 

part. From an investor perspective the reduction of such a part of investment resulted it 

unprofitable. The ICSID Tribunal in another case found that expropriation occurs even if 

measures taken by the State deprive merely the value of the investment [Middle East Cement, 

para. 107]. 

86 Consequently, recognizing any of the presented views jurisprudence and doctrine Claimant 

reasonably state Respondent’s conduct prompted indirect expropriation. 

1.2. Respondent's actions violated reasonably expected benefits. 

87 Claimant, who was certain of profitability of his solar investments, borrowed money, obtained 

permits and started construction of another twelve solar power plant projects based on the new 

technology. All equipment supposed to be shipped on January 31, 2013 [Record, UF, para. 

36]. 

88 Claimant’s decision was made in reliance on feed-in tariff guaranteed for twelve years. LRE 

and the BEA’s policy promoted of the consumption of energy from renewable sources and 

realized renewable energy support scheme. In 2011, when Claimant made considerable 

investments, nothing suggested that Respondent will entirely change renewable energy policy. 

89 The importance of creating legitimate investor expectations by the host state found the 

Tribunal in Metalclad case. In these case the investor had certitude of his investment vis-à-

vis the Federal government regulations. Against these guarantees the investor did not obtain 

construction permits and learnt that the area of investment is a national area for the protection 

of rare cactus. In that case the Tribunal defined expropriation as i.e. depriving the owner, in 

whole or in significant part, of the use or reasonable-to-be expected economic benefit of 

property even if not necessarily to the obvious benefits of the host State [Metalclad, para 103]. 

The same definition of expropriation assumed the Tribunal in CME case [CME, para. 606], in 
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which the Claimant was deprived reasonable-to-be expected benefits, what were occasioned 

by unexpected behave of the Respondent. Respondent’s conduct indicate indirect 

expropriation. Also in Goetz case the Tribunal found that depriving the benefit which 

investors could have expected  from their investments constitute measures having an 

equivalent effect to expropriation [Goetz, para. 124]. 

90 As a consequence, Respondent violated its obligation under 5(1) of BIT. Claimant’s 

reasonable-to-be expected benefits were expropriated.  

2. Alternatively, Respondent’s actions were the violation of the Fair and Equitable 

Treatment standard. 

91 If the Tribunal will not find Claimant’s investment was indirect expropriated, Claimant want 

to admit the Respondent was also obliged to treat Claimant’s investment fairly and equitably 

pursuant to Art. 2 and 3 of the BIT. Under those Articles of the BIT it was an obligation to 

create favorable conditions for investors from Cognitatia, emphasizing reiterated fair and 

equitable standard. Respondent’s administrative and regulatory measures contradict 

Claimant’s legitimate expectations (2.1). It means Respondent failed to fulfill its crucial 

obligations, thus violated the transparency (2.1.1) and stability of the legal framework (2.1.2). 

Finally, Claimant want to admit that Respondent acted also in discriminatory and arbitrary 

manner (2.1.3).  

92 Based on the fact, the fair and equitable treatment is an absolute, objective and independent 

standard [Yannaca-Small, p. 111] that should be assessed on a case-by-case basis [Vivendi 

case, para. 7. 4. 12; Ronald S. Lauder case, p. 292], Claimant respectfully ask this honorable 

Tribunal to interpret this standard in line with the objective of BIT [MTD case, para. 104], 

which implies to protect investments and create conditions favorable to investments [Record, 

Annex no. 1, Art. 1-3]. 

2.1. Respondent’s actions violated Claimant’s legitimate expectations. 

93 Tribunals and doctrine state that investors’ legitimate expectations rely on the stability, 

predictability and consistency of the host State’s legal and business framework [Vandevelde, 

p. 66; Dolzer/Schreuer, p. 134]. Considering the principles of the international law, investors 

legitimately expect, firstly, that the host State will not alter the legal and business environment 

and/or administrative practices [Bayindir, para. 240; Tecmed, para. 154] upon the investor has 

been provided their investment and secondly, expect that the host State will implement and 

proceed its policies reasonably justifiable [Saluka, para. 307], which clearly excludes any 

discriminatory manner.  
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94 In Tecmed case with the background of the dispute significantly resembled to the case at hand 

the Tribunal found that under fair and equitable treatment standard a host state obligation is 

to provide to international investment treatment that does not affect the basic expectations that 

were taken into account by the foreign investor to make the investment [Tecmed, para. 117].  

95 Despite the fact that Respondent decided for itself the legal framework applicable to foreign 

investments in their own territory [McLachan/Shore/Weiniger, p. 236], an simply realized 

how crucial role legal and business regime of Barancasia plays in not even attracting, but 

success or failure of the foreign investment, the State violated Claimant’s legitimate 

expectation. Respondent did not comply transparency (2.1.1), stability (2.1.2) of the legal 

framework, but also did not comply with discriminatory measures (2.1.3). It was harmful for 

Claimant, since all the decisions which have been made, was based on the unproperly proceed 

and still changing legal framework of the host state [Schreuer/Kreibaum, p. 273].  

2.1.1.  Respondent’s actions violated the transparency measures. 

96 Transparency means that the legal framework for the investor’s operations is readily apparent 

and that any decisions affecting the investor can be traced to that legal framework [Schreuer, 

p. 374]. Salacuse define it as duty of the State to provide to the investor the possibility of 

obtaining the information needed to make and maintain an investment [Salacuse, p. 237]. It is 

impossible to state Respondent fulfill this obligation.  

97 In Metaclad case the transparency principle played a crucial role. The state refused to grant a 

construction permits, despite of that the investor was assured it fulfill all requirements to 

obtain it. The Tribunal defined what transparency should means that all relevant legal 

requirements for the purpose of initiating, completing and successfully operating investment 

made[…], should be capable of being readily known to all investors [Metaclad, para. 76] and 

held that the investor was entitled to rely on the representations of the state.  

98 In case at hand it was similar situation. Claimant made every effort to gain knowledge about 

requirements needed to obtain a license, but any of official legal sources did not state the 

license is dedicated exclusively to a new projects, rejecting the existing one.  

99 For Claimant it was impossible to know beforehand any and all rules and regulations that 

will govern its investments […] to be able to plan its investment and comply with such 

regulations [Tecmed, para. 154], thus the failure to provide a license for Alfa project was a 

non-transparent manner of the Respondent. The violation of a transparent actions constitutes 

a violation of the fair and equitable treatment [LG&E, para. 128]. 
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2.1.2.  The Respondent’s actions violated stability of the legal framework. 

100 In Occidental case the Tribunal concluded the stability of the legal and business framework 

is thus an essential element of fair and equitable treatment [Occidental, para.183] and also 

noted it is completely independent of good or bad faith of a state. The crucial role of this 

principle was confirmed also by the other tribunals [LG&E, para. 125; CMS, para. 274, 276; 

Duke Energy, para. 339]. The stability and predictability of the legal framework has increased 

meaning especially in long-terms investments, because is the only way to protect the envisage 

profits from it [Dolzer, p. 104; Tudor, p. 169]. 

101 In the case at hand Respondent several times failed to fulfill obligations under this principle. 

Respondent changed crucial elements of legal system, which affected the Claimant’s 

investment.  

102 Firstly, Respondent introduced licensing a sector, after Claimant started his investment under 

different legal environment, in which a license was not  needed. Due to this change, 

Claimant’s Alfa project was thwarted without gaining a license. Secondly, as was mentioned 

above [ClaM, Point III, para. 82], in the course of operating Beta project the value of feed-in 

tariff was changed in a flagrant measure. These actions of Respondent undermine the investor 

from a possibility to plan properly his investment and protect his profits from. 

103 Claimant ask this honorable Tribunal to consider Respondent’s action asserted above as the 

roller-coaster effect of the continuing legislative changes, which constitute a seriously breach 

of the fair and equitable Cognitatia’s investor treatment standard [PSEG, para. 250]. 

2.1.3.  The Respondent’s actions was discriminatory. 

104 The investor under the fair and equitable treatment standard is protected state’s acting 

manifestly inconsistent, non-transparent, unreasonable (i.e. unrelated to some rational 

policy), or discriminatory (i.e. based on unjustifiable distinctions) [Saluka, para. 309, 

Cargill, para, 292] and any measure, which entails discrimination is in itself contrary to the 

standard [CMS, para. 290; Parkerings, para. 287]. 

105 The failure to provide a license for Alfa project due solely to the fact it was an existing project 

was not only an infringement of the transparency and stability principle, but also of non-

discriminatory measures. There is a need to consider, Beta project was based on the same 

technology as Alfa one. Considering the fact the license for Beta was granted successfully, it 

clearly shows there is no legitimate reason to reject Alfa’s license application. Thus, Claimant 

reasonably ask this honorable Tribunal to consider this action as discriminatory one,. 
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C O N C L U S I O N  O N  I S S U E  I I I  

 
106 Considering the above, the Clamant ask the Tribunal to admit, there was a Respondent’s 

breach of Art. 5 of BIT. As a result of many Respondent’s actions Claimant’s investment was 

indirectly expropriated. 

107 Even if this honorable Tribunal considers otherwise, Claimant state Respondent violated the 

fair and equitable treatment from Art. 2 and Art. 3 of BIT several times, which affected 

Claimant’s investment in flagrant measure. 
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IV.  RESPONDENT  CAN  BE  ORDERED  TO  RESCIND  THE  LRE  

AMENDED  ART.  4  OR  TO  CONTINUE  TO  PAY  THE  PRE-  2013  

FEED-IN  TARIFF  TO  CLAIMANT. 

108 Claimant respectfully asks this honourable Tribunal to consider, Respondent can be ordered 

to rescind the LRE amended art. 4 or to continue to pay pre-2013 feed-in tariff. 

109 Respondent has diametrically changed its law in the area of renewable energy. In the result of 

that Claimant has suffered enormous losses. Through the actions that have been taken by the 

Republic of Barancasia, Respondent tries to evade its responsibility for its own policy. Such 

Respondent’s behaviour was impermissible and therefore Claimant requests the Tribunal to 

order Respondent to repeal the amendment to Article 4 of the LRE or to continue to pay pre-

2013 feed-in tariff to Claimant. It should be clarified that non-pecuniary claims as presented 

in this arbitration is generally possible (1) and consists with provision of Treaty and LCIA 

Arbitration Rules (2). Moreover, in the circumstances of the present case it is more appropriate 

than only the pecuniary claim (3). 

1. Non-pecuniary claims asserted by Claimant are allowed in the investor-state 

dispute. 

110 Against the unfair activates of Barancasia and sudden change of LRE – Claimant asks this 

honourable Tribunal to find that Respondent can be obliged to rescind the LRE amended Art. 

4.   

111 It is relevant in this proceeding to emphasize that it is generally possible to grant non-

pecuniary remedies to investor. Beside, this is not a frequency experience. There are some 

cases which should be find in this arbitration as a confirmation above-mentioned statement. 

112 Firstly, looking at Enron case and following the position of Tribunal in this matter it should 

be noticed that it is undoubted that at least in theory, arbitrators can order non-pecuniary 

remedies as a sole remedy. This issue was also the subject of deliberations of the tribunal in 

Texaco case in which the arbitrator ruled that Libyan law did not contain any provision 

preventing the application of the restitutio in integrum principle and ordered restitution in 

kind [Malinvaud, p. 223]. Moreover, the Tribunal in circumstances of that case stated that it 

should be possible for the Libyan Government to take the measures necessary to reestablish 

the situation logically following from the application of these legal principles [Texaco]. 
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113  Therefore, if this honorable Tribunal look at the unjust actions of Respondent and 

international practice in field of remedies, it should be clarified that claim asserted by the 

Vasiuki is admissibility.  

2. Non-pecuniary remedies are not limited by LCIA rules and provisions of BIT. 

114 The first issue to consider in the case is what remedies are admissible to sentence in an award. 

Let us answer what the remedy in investment arbitration really is. Following Carole 

Malinvaud - the remedy is the means of enforcing a right or preventing or redressing a wrong 

[Malinvaud, p. 209]. The consequence of the above is, that the remedies have not got only 

dimension of financial compensation. It means that the tribunal can adjudge most appropriate 

remedy in a particular situation to resolve the dispute, for example re-enactment of original 

content of LRE. The appropriateness should be evaluated individually, considering special 

circumstances of the dispute.  

2.1. BIT provision do not limit the arbitrator to use only pecuniary remedies. 

115 Taking into consideration the above, the financial compensation is only the alternative to other 

dispute’s solutions modes.  However, the BIT does not constrict the power of the Honourable 

Tribunal to adjudge only compensation. The articles 8 and 9, that regulate the issue of 

settlement of potential dispute between an investor and one of Contracting Party do not 

anticipate any limitation of remedies that can be comprised in an award. A contrario, the order 

of re-enactment of original LRE’s content is not excluded by BIT, it is possible to adjudge.   

2.2.  The LCIA do not anticipate any limitation in using of remedies in an award. 

116 If we assume, taking into account the above, that the remedies in investment arbitration have 

also got a non-pecuniary dimension and are not excluded by BIT, they can all the more be 

adjudged by LCIA. The LCIA rules do anticipate only the way of carrying out of an award 

but do not settle the matter of remedies. Ergo, there is no contraindications in LCIA rules to 

use non-pecuniary remedy indicated at the beginning. Thus, the LCIA can adjudge any 

appropriate remedy in the award.  

3. Appropriateness of the claim.  

117 The appropriateness is also to weigh up in matter of remedies. Every dispute that arise between 

parties on the ground of international investment is supposed to be considered individually, 

that is determined by many different factors, such as legal system, investment’s branch, 

financial position of an investor. The compensation of losses does not seem to be the most 
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appropriate solution and Claimant has a right to order the re-establishment of legal situation 

that existed before. The confirmation of that is the principle of restitution’s primacy. This 

principle of restitution’s primacy is directly expressed in articles 34 and 35 of Draft articles 

on Responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts adopted by the International Law 

Commission at its fifty-third session on 2001. First of them, article 34 states the forms of 

reparation giving restitution the first place.  The Article 35 confirms that principle and reads 

as follow: a State responsible for an internationally wrongful act is under an obligation to 

make restitution, that is, to re-establish the situation which existed before the wrongful act 

was committed, provided and to the extent that restitution: (a) Is not materially impossible; 

(b) Does not involve a burden out of all proportion to the benefit deriving from restitution 

instead of compensation.  

118 Following the rules above, Respondent should firstly withdraw the changes made in LRE.  

The Art. 35 anticipates the only limits such as material impossibility of re-establishment or 

disproportion to the wrongful act, which do not appear, because legislation is in power of a 

state. 

CONCLUSION ON ISSUE IV 

119 Concluding and considering the all above, Respondent shall be obliged to rescind the LRE 

amended Art. 4 or, if this honourable Tribunal does not decide to pass such award, will 

hopefully oblige the Respondent to continue to pay the pre-2013 feed-in tariff to Claimant.  

120 Undoubtedly, the Claimant has suffered big losses as a result of unjustified Respondent’s 

actions. The policy of Respondent has encouraged Claimant to invest in Baranacasia. 

Furthermore, it had essential meaning and influence on Claimant’s decision, since in other 

conditions the investment in Barancasia would not be so profitable. Therefore, Respondent is 

responsible for the losses suffered by Claimant and following the reasons presented above 

Claimant should take responsibility for that. 

121 Firstly, the pecuniary remedies like compensation are not the only to be used by court of 

arbitration. They are only alternative to re-establishment of situation that has existed before. 

Secondly, the BIT provision do not limit the arbitrator to use only pecuniary remedies, ergo 

restitution is admissible. Such limitation is not also anticipated by LCIA’s Rules. Finally and 

according to international law standards, the restitution has primacy to other remedies, 

therefore Claimant hopefully expects the judgment as mentioned at the beginning. 
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V.  THE  CLAIMANT  SEEKS  COMPENSATION  DUE  TO  UNFAIRLY  

REJECTED  PROJECTS,  TARIFF  CHANGE  AND  THE  

INVESTMENT  MADE. 

122 Claimant respectfully ask this honourable Tribunal to consider that Respondent’s actions 

caused damages for Claimant interests in Barancasia. Claimant states that he suffered material 

losses which have to be compensate. Firstly, the license for Alpha project was unreasonably 

rejected and it could not benefited from fixed tariff (1). Secondly, the fixed tariff was not able 

also for Beta project, which enjoyed the expected tariff only for two years (2). Thirdly, 

Claimant was really engaged in solar activity in Barancasia and decided to invest a lot of 

sources in to development of next 12 solar projects. Due to reduced tariff those project will 

suffer a damages which have to be compensate (3). All the calculation are based on the WACC 

calculated in the most common way, including all financing sources (4). 

1. Project Alpha was unfairly rejected from the promised tariff for energy (EUR 

0,44/kWh).  

123 Project Alpha and Beta was made on the same Basis. Rejecting the license for project Alpha 

is acting in a contradictory manner (1). Moreover, taking a performance of the company as 

the indicator of the tariff granted is unfair treatment (2).  

1.1.  Rejecting already working companies from the promised LRE tariff is unfair 

treatment. 

124 The companies which were already at the market will be unable to compete with new 

companies, because of too high level of discrepancies between the tariffs. Respondent 

decision was in fact killing adjudication for Claimant as a competitive player on the market. 

1.2.  Difference in the predicted and factual performance of the company does not justify 

fair treatment on the market.  

125 The argument raised by Respondent, that the performance of the project where lower than 

predicted – 12% from 21% is not an argument in the case of applying the same tariff for all 

companies. The performance of the project is not a factor which should define the inequality 

in tariffs on the energy market. The tariff have never been based on the performance factor in 

the case at hand.  

126 The net present value of the damage suffered due to the tariff difference was calculated 

correctly by prof. Kovic and is in total EUR 120,621 for Alpha project. The calculation 
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method used for this losses is discounted cash flow (DCF). The DCF method is accepted in 

recent tribunal awards as the appropriate way to value an income-producing asset and is the 

most frequently applied method in commercial life [McLachlan, p. 2]. There is no doubt that 

solar plant is an income-producing capital asset and can only be ascertained by valuing the 

cash which the asset is expected to generate in the future. The DCF method is, thus, 

appropriate since it is designed to calculate the value on one specified date of cash flows that 

are to be received at different times [Liebilich, p. 37]. 

2. The Beta project should enjoy the EUR 0,44/kWh tariff for 12 years.  

127 The project Beta enjoyed the EUR 0,44/kWh tariff only for two years from 12 years promised. 

After this two years the market tariff was EUR 0,15/kWh. The simply calculation give EUR 

123,261 difference between the two scenarios.  

128 The Barancasia country promised the tariff for Beta project at the level of EUR 0,44/kWh for 

12 years. Due to that fact Vasiuki calculated the capital expenditure and agreed for investment 

as it was profitable. Changing the tariff in such a short time is acting in a contradictory manner. 

In fact Respondent can be sure about failure of Beta project when the change of the tariff is 

more than 65%.  

129 There was no reason to have a doubt about the tariff changed as one site of the agreement was 

well established country and the price was confirmed by the agreements. Moreover, there is a 

doubt, if Beta project will continue, because the license for  same activity in project Alpha 

was rejected for unexplained reasons, which additionally proves non-transparent manners of 

Respondent. 

130 The net present value of the damage suffered due to the tariff’s difference was calculated 

correctly by prof. Kovic and is in total EUR 123,261 as was mentioned before. 

3. Claimant’s damage is wasted land, photovoltaic panels and equipment which was 

bought for next projects in reliance of the fixed EUR 0,44/kWh tariff for next 12 years. 

131 Claimant investment in actives is a loss, which require compensation. The solar equipment 

cannot be easily resold. Due to the expected fixed tariff, Claimant made an investment for 12 

new Solar projects, which is stated in data set [Record, p. 46].  Prof. Kovic set two alternative 

calculations for damages made – one in case of abandon the investment in the next projects, 

which he calculated for EUR 690,056. The second calculation was made assuming that 

Vasiuki complete the investment, which actually happened. In that case the forced tariff of 

EUR 0,15/kWh made the net present value of that damages of EUR 1,427,500 [Record, 
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ReportMK, Annex no. 3, p. 50]. Claimant insist that this calculation is correct as the projects 

still suffer damages due to tariff change.  

132 Claimant respectfully state, the net present value of the damage suffered due to the tariff 

difference was calculated correctly by prof. Kovic and is in total EUR 1,427,500 for 

remaining 12 solar projects. 

4. The WACC (weighted average cost of capital) was calculated correctly. 

133 WACC is the average of the costs of these types of financing, each of which is weighted by 

its proportionate use in a given situation. By taking a weighted average in this way, it is easy 

to determine, how much interest a company owes for each dollar it finances. 

134 A firm's WACC is the overall required return for a firm. Thus, company’s directors often use 

WACC internally in order to make decisions. It will be sense less to calculate the cost of the 

capital, as Respondent did, with equity price only. Project Beta was financed by selling the 

shares and taking the debt, so it is necessary to calculate the cost of the capital by taking into 

account both sources. Claimant calculate WACC of 8% using the most recognized method 

proposed by almost all sources. Claimant also believe that the same WACC should be used 

by the Tribunal as the interest on past sums, as it was proposed by prof. Kovic. [Record, 

ReportMK, Annex no. 3, p. 50]    

 

CONCLUSION ON ISSUE V 

135 Obligation to pay reparation for breach of an engagement is a general principle of international 

law [RSIWA, Art. 31; Chorzów Factory, para. 55; Reparation, p. 184]. It was confirmed in 

The UN General Assembly Resolution No. 1803 which stays that: appropriate compensation 

which, in accordance with international law, must also be assessable by an international 

judicial body, thus an international court or arbitral tribunal [UN GAR No. 1803, Art. 4; 

Marboe, p. 5]. There is no doubt that in case at hand Respondent breached the rules and 

behaved unpredictably. Due to that facts, the compensation have to be awarded by this 

Tribunal.  

136 BIT does not contain any provision which gives any exception to the payment of 

compensation. Following the literal interpretation standard of VCLT, since there is no 

exception for nonpayment of compensation, Respondent is liable to pay Claimant’s damages 

for groundlessly refusing the license for project Alpha and changing the tariff for the -rest of 

the projects. 

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/boardoftrustees.asp
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137 Irresponsible financial policy of the Respondent has resulted in a breach of the LRE. In these 

circumstances the Claimant has the duty of adequate, effective and prompt compensation for 

violation of FET [World Bank, Appendix 12]. The Chorzów Factory case represents the rule 

of customary international law and reflects the authoritative principle governing 

determination of recoverable items of damages suffered due to committing internationally 

wrongful acts [ADC, para. 480; Siemens, para. 353]. Claimant invites the Tribunal to apply 

the same formula [Sabahi, p. 47]. In the present case expropriation and violation of FET 

committed by the Respondent [ClaM, para. 76-105] make the latter responsible to make full 

reparation for those acts.  

138 According to the standard set in Chorzów Factory case reparation must […] wipe out all the 

consequences of an illegal act and reestablish the situation which would, in all probability, 

have existed if that act had not been committed. 

139 According to BIT and fixed tariff Claimant reasonable calculated his revenues in 12 years 

perspective. It was proven before that the amendment LRE act was illegal  and Respondent 

failed to accord Fair and Equitable Treatment standard [ClaM, para. 91-105]. Due to such  

Respondent’s demeanor Claimant suffered damages, for which it should be compensated. 

Consequently, the Tribunal should not have any doubts finding Respondent responsible for 

the damage suffered by Claimant and award a compensation.  
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 
140 In the light of the aforementioned reasons, Claimant respectfully requests the Tribunal to find 

as follows: 

1. Tribunal has jurisdiction over the dispute concerning Claimant’s photovoltaic 

projects under the Cogitatia-Barancasia BIT.  

2. Claims asserted by the Claimant are admissible. 

3. Respondent’s administrative and regulatory measures in respect of the LRE – 

amount to a breach of  Art. 2, 3, and 5 of Cogitatia-Barancasia BIT. 

4. Respondent’s action are not exempted on the basis that they were necessary for 

Barancasia in order to meet its economic and renewable energy objectives and to 

adhere to its EU obligations. 

5. Respondent shall be ordered to rescind the LRE amended Art. 4 as non-pecuniary 

remedy, or 

6. Alternatively, Respondent shall be order to continue pay pre-2013 feed-in tariff to 

Claimant. 

7. Respondent shall be order to pay €1,671,382 as a full compensation. 

8. Claimant is entitled to the restitution by Respondent of all costs related to this 

proceeding.  

 

 

Respectfully submitted on September 19, 2015 
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